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The Palawan Council for
Sustainable Development
Staff-ECAN Education and
Extension Division (PCSDS-

EEED) launched its three-day
Teachers’ Training on School
Garden cum Biodiversity
Enhancement (Species
Management) on August ��-��,
����, at Hue Hotels and
Resorts in Brgy. San Manuel
and Yamang Bukid Farm in
Brgy. Bacungan, Puerto

Princesa City. The training
aimed to equip the school
educators and their
stakeholders on the concepts
and skills of the School-Plus-
Home-Gardens Project
(S+HGP). Moreover, the
activity was organized to
develop the teachers as
effective environmental
advocates in their
communities. The trainingwas
conducted in collaboration

with the Palawan State
University-College of Sciences
(PSU-CS) Extension Services.

The first day of the training
focused on relevant concepts
for raising the environmental
awareness of the participants.
Environmental laws such as
RA ���� or the Strategic
Environmental Plan for
Palawan Act (SEP Law) and RA
���� or the Wildlife Resources
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Conservation and Protection Act were
discussed by the resource speakers from
PCSDS.

In her opening remarks, Atty. Irish R.
Villamor-Dosado, PCSDS-EEED Chief,
reiterated the crucial role of educators in
molding the children into being
environmentally aware citizens, especially

because there is a need to heighten the
popularity of Palawan’s biodiversity.

“We appreciate our training partners'
willingness to accommodate our request for a
three-day activity. We are eager to work with
you. We acknowledge the pivotal role that our
teachers play in shaping the next generation's
champions. We believe that this training will
serve as a springboard for developing a more
participatory agenda of environmental
awareness, biodiversity conservation, and
sustainable development initiatives,” Atty.
Villamor-Dosado discussed.

The program went ahead with a series of
lectures about environmental laws and
processes led by the PCSDS. In her talk, Ms.
Kishia Grace L. Hardiolen, PCSDS-IEC Officer,

focused on the salient features of the RA ���� or
SEP Law, especially on the establishment of the
Environmentally Critical Areas Network
(ECAN) zones as the main strategy for
implementing the SEP Law in Palawan.

The topic of RA ���� or the Wildlife Act was
discussed comprehensively by Atty. Joanna

Sarah T. Diva, Section Head of the PCSDS Legal
Services. In her discussion, Atty. Diva
introduced the specifics of the said law and
how it relates to the provisions of the SEP Law,
specifically the classification of the status of
different wildlife species and how PCSD comes
into play in enforcing its provisions in
Palawan. She also mentioned the provisions
under PCSD Admin Order No. �� or the
detailed guidelines in the implementation of
RA ���� and Joint DENR-DA-PCSD
Administrative Order No. ��.

Ms. Jessa Marie S. Caabay, Deputy
Director of the PSU Research Office and CS
faculty member, spoke about Biodiversity
Enhancement and Sustainability Activity
(Species Management). Ms. Caabay discussed
the importance of biodiversity in supporting
life on the planet in her presentation. She also
spoke about the consequences of introducing
invasive species into a biological ecosystem.

“We disrupt the normal cycles of these
ecological processes when we introduce
invasive species into our biodiversity
landscapes. Living organisms that are not
indigenous to an ecosystem and generate
disturbance are known as invasive species.
They can have detrimental effects on the
environment, the economy, and even public
health. Invasive species breed and grow

rapidly. Since there are no natural predators to
control their populations, they have the ability
to quickly reproduce and spread, effectively
taking over an area. Native fauna may lack the
ability to protect themselves against the
invader, or they will be unable to compete with
these species that have no predators,” Ms.
Caabay comprehensively discussed.

On the second day, PCSDS Curator
Specialist Mr. Nerben Salazar lectured about
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“Developing Biodiversity
Enhancement Strategy and
Action Plan for SLNHS.”
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the Palawan Wildlife Endemism, with Atty.
Villamor-Dosado tending to the several legal
questions of the audience about the wildlife
apprehension process. Next was the program

proper about the S+HGP provided by the PSU-
CS. Mr. Jandi Panolino presented his topic
about the Sharing Initiatives on School-Plus-
Home Gardens Project, which was continued
by its Guiding Concepts and Steps that was
presented by Ms. Ma. Adela J. Lacao. To instill
to the audience the concept, Mr. Hermenegildo

The Palawan Council for Sustainable
Development (PCSD) granted a conditional
reinstatement of SEP Clearance to Ipilan
Nickel Corporation (INC) during the ���nd
PCSD Regular Meeting on August ��, ����.

Said decision was made by the Council
in response to Executive Order No. ���, which
was signed by President Rodrigo Duterte on
April ��, ����. This Order lifted the
moratorium on new mining agreements which
is intended to revive the country's economy
amid the COVID-�� pandemic.

The PCSD revoked the INC's SEP
Clearance in July ���� due to numerous
allegations and charges by the municipality of
Brooke's Point regarding the violations of the
company on the SEP Clearance Terms and
Conditions, Environmental Compliance
Certificate (ECC), and the Mineral Production
Sharing Agreement (MPSA) of INC.

It was strongly opposed at the time by
the Local Government Unit of Brooke's Point,
Palawan, led by the now-suspended Mayor
Jean Feliciano, which is why they filed

complaints to the Council regarding such
violation of the SEP clearance.

During the Council's deliberation,
PCSDS Executive Director Atty. Teodoro Jose S.
Matta stated that there was no due process in
the cancellation of the INC's SEP Clearance in
���� because both the complainants and the
respondents were not allowed to be heard
while the issue was being discussed at the
PCSD Adjudication Board.

"The ���� PCSD resolution canceling
the SEP Clearance in the first place was done
without due process because there was no
factual finding during the ����
deliberation...in fact, the complainants and
respondents were not even heard when the
PCSD passed that resolution. So, the
resolution canceling the SEP Clearance of INC
in ���� is said to be violative in the right to due
process," PCSDS Executive Director Atty. Matta
stated.

"However, there is already a pending
case and due process is being afforded now.
The completion of that, providing that due

P. Dela Peña led the workshop entitled
“Developing Biodiversity Enhancement
Strategy and Action Plan for SLNHS.”

And for the third day, the actual
demonstration of School Garden cum
Biodiversity Enhancement (Species
Management) began at Yamang Bukid Farm -
Palawan. Facilitated by the PCSDS- EEED, the
PSU-CS carried on with their presentations
about Edible Gardening/Companion Planting
Succession and Crop Rotation and Growing of
Vegetables System by Ms. Peniel Kezia
Principe, Natural Concoctions as Amendment
Fertilizers and Pesticides by Ms. Jean Diego;
Vermicomposting and Compost Making by
Ms. Sheryl Docto, and Seed Preservation/Post
Harvest Practices by Mr. Jandi Panolino. The
first hands-on activities were
vermicomposting and buffalo milking. These
activities were facilitated by Yamang Bukid
Farm staff, who demonstrated the steps in
doing these activities.
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PCSD grants conditional...

process to the parties will only
be completed and will only be
fulfilled upon the final
resolution of the issues so
pending interlocutory order
may perhaps to reinstate
pending the adjudication of
the matter," PCSDS Executive
Director Atty. Matta said.

According to him, the
interlocutory or temporary
order reinstating the SEP
Clearance should not
prejudice or otherwise affect
the resolution of the
adjudication board. And,
whatever the board decides
and recommends to the
Council should be respected.

To make his stand on
the matter known, PCSD
Chairman Governor Jose
Alvarez told the Council that
he wants to adhere to the pivot
of the national policy because
of the economy's plight of the
country.

PCSDChairmanGovernor
Jose Alvarez emphasized that
the extension of the MPSA, as
well as the reinstatement of
the ECC, only meant that the
INC complied with the main
mining regulating body. He
added that the Council's role is
simply to ensure that
environmental laws are

followed and that what is
written in RA ���� is enforced.

To clarify the rationale
for the conditional reinstatement
of SEP Clearance to INC,
PCSDS Executive Director Atty.
Matta stated that the SEP
clearance will not be issued
unless the ECAN Board, the
Mayor's office, and the PCSD
agree and establish the true
delineation between the MPSA
and its conflict with protected
areas.

"The SEP clearance will
only be issued... it may be
approved in principle or
reinstated in principle by
resolution, but it will not be
issued unless there is no
compliance with the
requirements," PCSDS Executive
Director Atty. Matta stressed.

With the country's pivot
toward mining applications,
PCSDS Executive Director Atty.
Matta stated that the INC will
only be granted a temporary
SEP Clearance if it meets the
following requirements: �) A
permit from the mayor, �)
approval from the ECAN board
and the Sangguniang Bayan, �)
the PCSD must delineate any
encroachment in the
watershed, protected areas,
and core zone, and �) the

company will only be allowed
to operate outside any
protected area and core zone.

Relative to actions
imposed with INC, the Council
contemporarily approved the
Citinickel Mining Corporation's
request for the expansion of
their SEP clearance in the
Municipality of Narra,
Palawan. This concurrence
came after the District
Management Division (DMD)
South pitched Citinickel
Mining Corporation's project
evaluation report, which
satisfied all requirements
subject to completion of the
certain conditions set by the
Council. The expansion of the
SEP clearance of the Citinickel
Mining Corporation would
only be granted by the Council
if the mining company would
address the social
acceptability and Indigenous
People's issues in the area and
provide COVID-�� recovery
plans for the said municipality.
This recent sanction is
consistent with the
government's aggressive
policies to spur economic
development in the face of the
pandemic.



The Palawan Council for Sustainable
Development Staff (PCSDS), in partnership
with the Palawan Wildlife Rescue and
Conservation Center (PWRCC) organized an
Information, Education, and

Communication (IEC) campaign for fisherfolks
in Pulot Shore, Española, Palawan last August
��, ����.

The session began with an overview of
the key components of RA ����, also known as
the Palawan Strategic Environmental Plan
(SEP) Act. Ms. Kishia Grace L. Hardiolen,
PCSDS IEC Officer, gave the presentation.

“The Strategic Environmental Plan
(SEP) for Palawan, also known as RA ����, is
the legal foundation for PCSD's existence, as it
governs, implements, and provides policy
direction for the SEP. This law establishes a
comprehensive framework for Palawan's long-
term development that is congruent with
preserving and developing the province's
natural resources and vulnerable
environment,” Ms. Hardiolen discussed as
she introduced the said legislation to the
attendees.

Ms. Hardiolen spoke about the
significance of the SEP Law, particularly its
implementation in Palawan. The SEP is the
Philippines' first and only law of its kind,
designed specifically for Palawan's
distinct ecological characteristics. The primary
purpose of the SEP law is to achieve sustainable

d e ve l opmen t .
This indicates that development and
environmental protection programs must be
implemented in order to improve the lives of
current and future Palaweños.

There are three (�) primary features of
the SEP law: ecological viability, social
acceptability, and an integrated approach.
Ecological viability refers to the physical and
biological processes that keep natural
ecosystems productive. They must always be
maintained. People should also be totally
dedicated to supporting sustainable
development activities by ensuring equity in
access to resources and benefits obtained
from them, according to social acceptability.
Finally, the integrated approach emphasizes
that in order to implement and sustain SEP
initiatives, there must be a holistic
understanding of problems and concerns, as
well as opportunities for coordination and
sharing.
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PCSDS, PWRCC hold IEC campaign
for fisherfolks in Española, Palawan

“The Environmentally Critical
Areas Network, or ECAN, was
established to carry out the

SEP Law.

ñ



RA ���� throughout the
conversation. When wildlife is
used for traditional purposes,
for personal use, and the
wildlife is not listed as a
threatened species, Indigenous
Peoples (IP’s) communities
are authorized to gather it.

At the end of her
presentation, Ms. Canoza
provided the PCSDS Sumbong
Hotlines to the audience. She
stressed that residents can
contact the PCSDS if they
notice unlawful activity in
their neighborhoods or if they
need help in rescuing wildlife
species in their area.

Mr. Salvador Guion and
Mr. William Tabinas from the
Palawan Wildlife Rescue and
Conservation Center discussed
crocodile biology and behavior
after the presentation of
environmental laws. Mr. Guion
discussed the key
characteristics of two (�)
crocodile species found in the
Philippines: the freshwater
crocodile (Crocodylus
mindorensis) and the saltwater
crocodile (Crocodylus
porusus).

“The Environmentally
Critical Areas Network, or
ECAN, was established to carry
out the SEP Law. It is a multi-
tiered system of protection and
development control that
spans the entire island of
Palawan. This ECAN zoning
method is also a dynamic
process since it allows for
adjustments in land
use zones as new scientific
evidence becomes available
and as the needs for long-term
sustainability evolve,” Ms.
Hardiolen expressed.

Ms. Gisela Canoza,
Project Development Officer
III of PCSDS' ECAN Education
and Extension Division, gave a
lecture on RA ����, or the
Wildlife Resources
Conservation and Protection
Act. Ms. Canoza stated in her
presentation that the PCSDS is
one of the Wildlife Act's
implementing bodies in
Palawan. It is a legislation that
creates policies and measures
to conserve and preserve
wildlife resources and
habitats.

“The Wildlife Act
regulates wildlife gathering
and trade, with a focus on

>>> From Page 5
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safeguarding threatened and
exotic species under national
law in accordance with
international agreements. All
wildlife species found in all
regions of the country,
including protected areas and
critical habitats, are subject to
the provisions of this Act.
Exotic species that are traded,
produced, maintained, and/or
raised in captivity, or
reproduced in the country are
likewise covered by RA ����,”
Ms. Canoza discussed.

The purpose of RA ����
was to protect and promote
ecological balance and
biological diversity. It also tries
to regulate and oversee the
capture, hunting, and trade of
wildlife. Finally, it calls for
scientific research on
biodiversity conservation to be
supportedandpromoted.RA����
is a legislation that provides
the required environmental
policy to enable the Philippine
government to effectively
regulate and protect the
country's wildlife reserves.

“The legislation
permits wildlife gathering as
long as it is done using
appropriate and accepted
wildlife collecting techniques
that have little or no negative
impact on current animal
populations and ecosystems,”
Ms. Canoza further explained.

Ms. Canoza also
explained the permissible and
forbidden practices outlined in

“When crocodiles
lose their

natural habitats,
they look

for other places
to reside.
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"In November and December, the

crocodiles begin courting and lay their eggs
between March and May. The eggs hatch after
�� days from June to August. Saltwater
crocodiles are inherently more violent at this
time," Mr. Guion expressed. “During these
months, the crocodiles become extremely
aggressive. Female saltwater crocodiles are
very protective of their nests. Residents,
particularly those residing near crocodiles, are
advised to avoid agitating them by staying away
from their natural habitats,” he added.

Mr. Tabinas then shared his personal
crocodile encounter accounts. Humans are not
part of the animal's normal diet, he explained.
When they are attacked, though, they tend to
become aggressive. Large crocodiles are also
quite territorial, and they don't like invaders
coming into their habitat. “When crocodiles
lose their natural habitats, they look for other
places to reside. Human settlement
developments, on the other hand, have
reached the homes of these crocodiles. As a
result, crocodile-human contacts have become
more common,” he explained.

The event concluded with a question-
and-answer session in which attendees sought
clarification on the presented environmental
regulations and crocodile experiences. The
resource speakers actively answered the
participants' queries and presented examples
that they could relate to and understand.

“Nagpapasalamat po kami sa PCSD at
sa PWRCC na pinaunlakan po nila ang aming
imbitasyon na makapag-conduct po tayo ng
mga ganitong aktibidad sa aming lugar.

Bagamat may pandemic pa po ay
nabigyan ninyo ng katugunan ang aming
request. Umaasa po kami na sa mga susunod
na panahon ay makakabalik kayo dito sa
amin,” Mr. Sonny P. Trinidad, Barangay
Kagawad of Pulot Shore expressed.

A total of �� community members
attended the activity.

ñ



The Palawan Council for Sustainable
Development (PCSD), in support of its
growing partnership with the United States
Agency for International Development

(USAID) Philippines, participated in the kick-
off webinar to launch the inaugural
“Philippine Water Challenge” (PhIWC). This
challenge is the Philippines' pioneering
platform to generate water and sanitation
solutions to ensure access to potable and
reliable water supply for the country's growing
population, particularly in vulnerable
communities in the Philippines.

The PhIWC webinar series themed “Be
part of the Water Supply and Sanitation
Solution: More on Challenges and Solutions
that Worked” debuted one morning of July
��, ����, and recently, on August ��, ����, with
nearly a month-long interval, another
installment of the webinar took place. Apart
from the Zoom video conference, USAID also
made the event accessible to the general
public by live-streaming it on their Facebook
page, which had over �.� thousand views.
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PCSD takes part in USAID Philippines’ inaugural
PhilippineWater Challenge: a first-of-its-kind
Sustainable Innovation platform



current projects. After each session, the host
made time for Q&A sessions.

The program was closed with an important
announcement on how to participate in the
competition challenge, which has two themes;
(�) Solutions for Effective and Efficient Water
Supply Management and; (�) Solutions for
Community Access to Safe Sanitation
Facilities. The said competition is open to all
Filipino people or organizations who can
address the biggest challenges the Philippines
has with water and sanitation, PDRF Manager
Anna Katrina Aspuria remarked.

“To draw attention to the water crisis, the
Philippine Water challenge aims to bring
together new ideas to accelerate innovations
in water and sanitation sectors”, PDRF
Executive Director Veronica Gabaldon said.

The first-of-its-kind Philippine Water
challenge also aims to promote and encourage
innovation among LGU, Water Utilities,
NGO’s, Academic Institutions, Barangays
Peoples Organizations, Cooperatives, Social
Enterprise, and Foundations. Winners will get
a cash prize and experts’ coaching from
organizers of this event to enhance their
solution. Registration for applicants is now
open until September �� at pdrf.org/
philippinewaterchallenge.

Said PhIWC was made possible through the
efforts of the USAID, Philippine Disaster
Resilience Foundation (PDRF), Manila Water,
and Maynilad.

PhIWC will be an annual competition
aimed at identifying innovative solutions that
benefit both water service providers and users,
identifying community demonstration
projects, and promoting cross-sector
collaboration to address water and sanitation
challenges. This move is inspired by the World
Water Challenge (WWC), a global competition
for water solutions that began in ���� as a
follow-up to the �th World Water Forum. Since
then, the WWC has been held annually as part
of the Korea International Water Week.

PDRF Executive Director Veronica
Gabaldon hosted the recent PhIWC webinar,
along with Future Water Asia CEO Ramon
Alikpala as the event moderator. The program
was divided into two sessions. The first session
featured a panel discussion in which
representatives from three different
organizations, including the Philippine Water
Partnership, UNICEF, and Maynilad Water
Services, Inc., provided insights on how
innovation can be a tool to address the current
challenges the Philippines is facing in the
water and sanitation sector. The second
session comprised presenters from Waves for
Water, Fluence Corporation, and Hiraya Water
who focused on presenting contemporary
solutions that could motivate innovators and
entrepreneurs to scale and develop their
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“Be part of the Water Supply
and Sanitation Solution:
More on Challenges and
Solutions that Worked”
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The Palawan Council for
Sustainable Development
Staff (PCSDS), through the
ECAN Education and
Extension Division (EEED),

together with the members of
the Area Task Force-West
Information, Education, and
Communication Task Group
(ATF-West IECTG), spearheaded
the first and second
installment of its �-part West
Philippine Sea ��� Webinar
Series on August �� and ��,
���� via Zoom and streamed
through Facebook Live.

With the preservation of
the Philippines’ sovereignty
in mind, the webinar was
developed and launched in
response to the long-standing
issues that have afflicted the
West Philippine Sea (WPS).
The ATF-West IECTG deems
that all Filipinos must have
relevant knowledge and
information about this subject
because it affects the interest
of all Filipinos and the
generation after them. Also,
the ATF-West IECTG hopes that
the webinar would be

instrumental in igniting the
Filipinos’ sense of nationalism
and pride in their homeland,
compelling them to stand up
for the country's interests and
fight for their sovereign rights
with tenacity.

The WPS webinar series
was designed to address the
WPS's political, social, economic,
and environmental significance
in the Philippines, as well as
the continuing issues plaguing
the WPS.

The AFPWestern command,
officials fromvarious government
agencies in Palawan, academe,
media partners, and the youth

attended the two episodes of
the webinar.

Lt. Col. Bill Pasia, the head
of Unit � WESCOM, began the
first episode in which he talked
about the Geography and
Securityof theWPS.Subsequently,

Lt. Col. Pasia presented the
geographical map of the West
Philippine Sea and the
overlapping claims between
the Philippines and its
neighboring countries such as
Vietnam, Taiwan, Malaysia,
and China. Also, he made
known of the current status of
the WPS, specifically China’s
drastic intervention within our
claimed territories by building

ATF-West IECTG launchesWPS ���Webinar Series
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artificial islands and investing on equipment to
their benefit.

During the open forum, when asked about
the countermeasures of the Philippines against
the threats over our claim on the WPS, Lt. Col.

Pasia assured that the government recognizes
our country’s legal ownership over the WPS
and that our national government sectors are
constantly planning and reviewing different
measures on how to further integrate our claim
through diplomacy.

In the �nd episode, DOJ Senior State
Counsel Atty. Fretti G. Ganchoon took over and
discussed Law and Justice in the WPS. To
reiterate, she explained our legal claim of the
WPS by virtue of UNCLOS maritime zones and
our right to enjoy its resources, especially the
Philippines’ sovereignty over the Kalayaan
Island Group (KIG). She explained that our
legal right is still binding, and that our military
defense, although relatively less than China’s,
is a priority. In fact, the government has bought
more vessels for the PCG and Navy so that they
can conduct more patrols in the WPS for the
PH fishermen to feel safe. Our fishermen are
mostly being driven away in the Scarborough

Shoal Area. Thus, Atty. Ganchoon said that we
only need to increase more patrols and
number of assets for our Navy and PCG.

The audience, as expected, expressed their
concern about the government’s current

strategies in protecting the WPS against other
neighboring countries. Atty. Ganchoon
acknowledged these concerns, assuring the
media and youth audiences that the
Philippines relies on diplomacy. To wit, the
DFA has been filing cases almost every week in
order to present strong evidence in the
International Court of Justice.

This webinar was made possible as part of
the ATF-West IECTG’s objective to
disseminate firsthand information about the WPS
through Palawan local agencies. Currently
composed of �� Palawan-based local
government units since its establishment in
����, the PCSDS ECAN Education and
Extension Division (EEED) serves as its
chairperson.

The webinar series shall run every Friday,
�-� PM, from August �� until October �, ����.



Pandi the Pangolin repatriated to Palawan
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One adult male Pangolin
(Manis cullionensis), locally
known as “balintong,”
from Bgy. Ayala Alabang,
Muntinlupa City was

repatriated to Palawan via
CEBU Pacific Air Flight �J ���
on August ��, ����.

Said Pangolin, which is
listedasa“CriticallyEndangered
Species”underPCSDResolution
No. ��-���, was found on
August ��, ���� by the Ayala
Alabang village security, who
reported the incident to Ms.
Anna Varona, an environment
andconservation advocate.

The retrieval of the
pangolin, which was named
“Pandi” by its rescuers, was
aided by Ms. Varona. She
contacted Atty. Edward
Lorenzo of Conservation
International, who then
contacted Dr. GlennMaguad of
BMB for the necessary
repatriation permit. They
contacted a number of airlines
to fly Pandi the pangolin back
to Palawan. The pangolin was
volunteered to be flown by
AirSWIFT and Cebu Pacific.

Pandi was flown to Palawan
via CEBU Flight �J ��� on
August ��, ����. This was
made possible by Ms. Varona,
Atty. Lorenzo, and Dr.
Maguad's tireless efforts in
assuring its speedy transfer to
Palawan.

This is the third time that a
wildlife species, such as the
pangolin, has been repatriated
in Palawan. The first one was
in ����. Attempts to repatriate
a pangolin to Palawan failed
years ago due to the processes
involved and the time required
to wait for airlines to fly the
wildlife species to the
province. However, the
process is now smooth and fast
because of the actions of other

agencies and concerned
individuals.

Ms. Varona's group also
requested the National Bureau
of Investigation to check the
Ayala Alabang Village to see if
any residents were holding or
keeping these critically

endangered species.

PCSDS Deputy Director
Atty. Adelina B. Villena, PCSDS
Enforcement Chief Glenn
Destriza,Ms. Aiza Arangorin of
the PCSDS Species and Habitat
Management Section, the
PCSDS Wildlife Enforcement
Officers, the PCSDS-Wildlife
Trafficking Monitoring Unit

“Critically Endangered
Species”
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The Palawan Council for
Sustainable Development
(PCSD) approved the
proposed downgrading of
the Saltwater Crocodile

(Crocodylus porosus) from
Appendix I to Appendix II of
the Convention on
International Trade of
Endangered Species of Wild
Fauna and Flora (CITES)
during the ���nd Regular
PCSD Meeting on August ��,
����.

The decision was made
following a meeting of the
Environment and Natural

Resources Committee (ENRC)
on August ��, ����, during
which the aforementioned
downgrade of the Crocodylus
porosus’ CITES classification
was discussed.

In the ENRC meeting, Mr.
Rainier Manalo of Crocodylus
Porosus Philippines Inc.
(CPPI) gave a brief
presentation to the members
of the ENRC on the history of
the saltwater crocodile and
why it is vital to downgrade
from Appendix I to II of the
CITES. Crocodylus porosus no
longer meets the criteria for

inclusion in Appendix I of the
CITES list, according to Annex
�� of the CITES' "Text of the
Convention," according to his
explanation.

Mr. Manalo proposed that
the species be economically
utilized, but only in a
controlled environment. He
also discussed the Crocodylus
porosus' habitat trends, telling
the committee that saltwater
crocodile population studies in
southern Palawan from ���� to
���� revealed a relatively high
population density of �.�� NH/
km). With such a large

Officers and Dr. Glenn Rebong, on-call
veterinarian of PCSDS, welcomed the return of
Pandi to Palawan.

Dr. Rebong advised that the wildlife species,
which was in perfect health, would no longer
be stationed at the Palawan Wildlife Rescue
and Conservation Center (PWRCC) but would
be injected with vitamins before being
released into the wild.

Pandi was released in an undisclosed location
in Puerto Princesa City on August ��, ����.

Pandi has a length of �.��� meters and weighs
�.� kg.

The PCSDS urges persons who happen to find
or rescue wildlife to turn them over to our
office, which can be contacted thru hotline
numbers ����-���-���� (Globe/TM) and ����-
���-���� (Smart/TNT). You may also send a
message to our Facebook page for your
concerns.

PCSD approves the proposed downgrading
of CITES classification of Saltwater Crocodile

>>> Continuation at Page 14
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population, the number of crocodile attacks is
a major concern. According to his presentation,
Palawanaccounted for �� percent of all crocodile
attack incidences in the country between ����
and ����.

Ms. Loreto Cagatulla of the Palawan NGO
Network Inc. (PNNI) inquired if Mr. Manalo's
number of attacks was limited to the province
of Palawan. Mr. Manalo responded that Palawan
alone has a population of �,��� crocodiles. He
went on to say that the province is responsible
for ��-�� percent of the reported crocodile
attacks, with �� percent of those being fatal.

Because the mangrove forests that serve as
the species' natural habitat in Palawan are
already significantly damaged, Ms. Cagatulla
proposed delaying the acceptance of
downgrading the species to Appendix II. She
also mentioned that instead of culling or
trading wild Saltwater crocodiles, the
government offers other livelihood options for
the local people.

Mr. Manalo clarified that the goal of this
initiative is to provide an alternate source of
income and livelihood for the locals, rather
than to eliminate their current livelihoods. He
went on to explain how the speciesmay be used
sustainably without risking their survival.

Moreover, Mr. Ambrocio Escorpiso of the
City DepEd inquired about the Crocodylus

porosus’ downgrade timeline. Mr. Manalo
went over the several lengthy stages and
processes that had to be followed for the
downgrading.

Appendix II of the CITES classification
system includes wildlife species that, while not
currently threatened with extinction, could
become so if trade restrictions are not enacted.
It also includes species that are closely related
to other listed species andmust be regulated in
order to effectively control trade in the latter.

Following the presentation of the ENRC
meeting report on the proposed downgrading
of the saltwater crocodile's CITES
classification, the Council approved the
aforementioned proposal on August ��, ����.

PCSD approves the proposed...
>>> From Page 13

PCSD deputizes �� Wildlife Enforcement Officers
The Palawan Council for Sustainable

Development (PCSD) deputized �� Wildlife
Enforcement Officers (WEOs) during the
���nd Regular meeting on August ��, ����.

Under the authority granted to him by
the Council, PCSDS Executive Director Atty.
Teodoro Jose S. Matta administered the oath of
office of the �� PCSD Wildlife Enforcement
Officers (WEOs). Seven wildlife enforcement
officers were reappointed after successfully
completing all of the necessary requirements
for wildlife enforcement officers, while �� were
appointed for the first time.

The deputation of WEOs is based on
Section �� of Republic Act No. ����, or the

"Wildlife Resources Conservation and
Protection Act," and Sections �, �.�, and �.� of
PCSD Administrative Order No. �� (Detailed
Guidelines in the Implementation of Republic
Act No. ���� and Joint DENR-DA-PCSD
Administrative Order No.�).
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PCSDS-EMED, EPRPD and DMD-Calamian join
SEARCA’sMulti-stakeholderWorkshop for
Developing the Jurisdictional Sustainability
Profile for Palawan

The Palawan Council for
Sustainable Development
Staff, through the ECAN
Monitoring and Evaluation
Division (EMED), ECAN

Policy Research and Planning
Division (EPRPD), and District
Management Division (DMD)-
Calamian joined the Multi-
stakeholder Workshop for
Developing the Jurisdictional
Sustainability Profile for
Palawan which was conducted
by the Southeast Asian
Regional Center for Graduate
Study and Research in
Agriculture (SEARCA) on
August �, ����.

The SEARCA was
commissioned by the Food and
Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations (UNFAO)
for consulting services for the
project developing an
operational example of a
jurisdictional-level platform
for Palawan.

Dr. Rico C. Ancog,
SEARCA Operations Consultant

and UPLB-SESAM Dean, gave a
summary of the workshop and
its objectives. The project's
goal is to create an operational
plan for managing and
monitoring climate finance
investments and opportunities
in Palawan. He also provided
an overview of the inception
report prepared by SEARCA as
one of the project's outputs.
The report provides an
overview of Palawan and its
forest management, as well as
a discussion of the concept of
jurisdictional sustainability
and landscape climate finance.
Finally, he presented the draft
operational plan for Palawan's
jurisdictional sustainability
profile.

Ms. Imelda Bacudo, an
independent consultant and
SEARCA consulting team
member, explained that the
Jurisdictional Sustainability
Approach (JSA) and its
elements are a type of
integrated landscape

management that is similar to
the concept of Reducing
Emissions from Deforestation
and Forest Degradation
(REDD) but scaled to cover an
entire jurisdiction. She added
that a coherent approach can
enable a country or region to
access a variety of financing
options, drive innovation,
increase buy-in from various
actors, and drive investment.
JSA includes elements such as
multi-stakeholder governance,
sustainable agriculture, and
indigenous peoples.

Dr. Nathanial Bantayan,
Professor at the University of
the Philippines Los Baños
(UPLB) and member of the
SEARCA consulting team,
provided an overview of
Palawan's forest resources and
management. Dr. Bantayan
claims that Palawan is a good
candidate for JSA because of
the various forest

>>> Continuation at Page 16
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rehabilitation and restoration projects that are
in place.

On the topic of Multi-stakeholder
Governance and Sustainable Agriculture in
Palawan, Dr. Rodolfo Abalus Jr., Professor from
Palawan State University and member of the
SEARCA consulting team, presented different
models that involve cross-jurisdictional
cooperation that attract stakeholders.
Community-based forest management and the
National Greening Program are two examples.
These projects include key actors from
government agencies (DENR, NCIP, PCSDS,
and LGUs) as well as stakeholders such as IP
groups and farmers. He then mentioned
various agri-businesses (coconuts sustainable
agriculture, cacao, coffee, banana, rice, and
rubber).

When it comes to Climate Finance
Opportunities for JSA, Mr. Paul Joseph B.
Ramirez, Assistant Professor at UPLB and
member of the SEARCA consulting team,
elaborated on the Climate Finance
Opportunities Matrix. He stated that it
demonstrates how various investors address
social and economic issues using a variety of
mechanisms and instruments such as
reforestation grants, CSR initiatives,
environmental user fee systems, and
alternative forest-based livelihood.

In the lecture in Feasibility of
Jurisdictional Sustainability for Palawan, Ms.
Bacudo discussed Palawan's readiness to adopt
JSA in terms of its relevance to JSA elements.
She emphasized the lack of a single
comprehensive development strategy with
climate ambitions. She highlighted the
importance of the ECAN in meeting the JSA's
spatial plan existence requirement. In terms of
policies and incentives, as mentioned in
previous presentations, Palawan has a variety
of forest management policies. Financing is
still limited, but there is potential from large

corporations engaged in environmental CSR
activities.

Following all of the presentations, an
open forum was held during which concerns
about duplication or redundancy of initiatives
and opportunities were expressed. Ms.
Bacudo responded that this will be addressed
through a centralization of these initiatives.
She also mentioned that national and local
initiatives to reduce deforestation should be
coordinated. This also applies to government
agencies, where authority should be clearly
defined.

Dr. Lita Sopsop from WPU questioned
the inclusion of oil palm in Palawan's list of
sustainable agriculture. Concerns were also
raised about the opening or conversion of
forest lands for government facilities and
monocrop plantations.

Dr. Vicente Tuddao, Asst Regional
Director of DENR-MIMAROPA, encouraged
the planting of trees for lumber and stated that
the Certification of Plantation Ownership can
also be used for carbon monitoring systems.

Ms. Bacudo reiterated that the project's
output is not a policy but a set of
recommendations on how to implement JSA
in Palawan.

Moreover, Engr. Madrono Cabrestante
of EMED suggested that the consultants
prepare a policy paper or brief for
policymakers to consider whether or not to
adopt this approach. He also noted a lack of
assessment of the capacity of Palawan's LGUs
to undertake the JSA, which could be a
determining factor in its adoption or
implementation in Palawan.

Finally, Dr. Ancog synthesized the
participants' inputs and concerns. He assured
everyone that he would use their inputs to
improve the draft operational plan and make
sound recommendations.

PCSDS-EMED, EPRPD and DMD-Calamian...
>>> From Page 15


